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Abstract
The strange B meson & = 6s and its charge-conjugate fi, G bS ate expected to mix with one another in such a way
that the mass eigenstates
the CP-even eigenstate
components

of B, +

By

(“heavy”)

being shorter-lived.

and Bk (“light”)

may have a perceptible

A simple transversity

J/I+@, and thus to determine

the lifetime

lifetime

difference

of up to 40%. with

analysis permits one to separate the CP-even

difference.

The utility

of a similar analysis

and CP-odd

for B” -+ J/#K*”

is noted.

The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
picture of weak
charge-changing
transitions [ 1 ] predicts the strange
B meson B,Y= 6s and its charge-conjugate
B, = bS
to mix with one another with a large amplitude. The
mass eigenstates By (“heavy”) and Bk (“light”) with
masses m( By) FZ mn and m( Bk) = mL are expected
to be split by Am = mu - mL x 2.%‘, give or take a
factoroftwo[2],where~r(Pu+Pt_)/2XP(B”)
(B” E bd) and PH,L = T’(BF, Bk) . The measurement
of such a large mass difference poses an experimental
challenge.
To a good approximation, CP violation can be neglected in calculating the mass eigenstates, in which
case they correspond to those Bi’) of even and odd
CP, with B,! = B,:+) and By = Bj-) as we shall see.
The decay of a B, meson via the quark subprocess
O(S) --+ cEs( S) gives rise to predominantly CP-even
final states [ 31. Thus the CP-even eigenstate should

have the greater decay rate. An explicit
[4] gives

r( B(+))
s

r

r( By)

N 0.18

6,
(200 MeW2

calculation

’

(1)

where fe. is the B,y decay constant (in a normalization in which f,, = 132 MeV). In one estimate [2],
fs, = 225 f 40 MeV, while a compilation of lattice
results [5] obtains f~, = 201 f 40 MeV (90% c.1.
limits). The upper limit of 40% for ( 1) is based on an
estimate of the maximum possible contribution from
the b( 3) -+ cEs( 5) subprocess [ 6,7].
The ratio of the mass splitting to the width difference of strange B’s is predicted to be large and independent of CKM matrix elements [ 6,8] (to lowest
order, neglecting QCD corrections which may be appreciable) :
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where
N -200,

(2)

where AI = Iu - It_. Here h(x) decreases monotonically from 1 at x = 0 to l/4 as x 3 co; it is
about 0.54 for m, = 180 GeV/c2. In view of the sign
in Eq. ( 1) and since Am > 0 by definition, we then
identify Bk = B,f+) and By = B(-) [ 61. If the mass
difference Am turns out to be to6 large to measure at
present because of the rapid frequency of B, - B, oscillations it entails, the width difference AI may be
large enough to detect. The possibility of a value of
AI/I for strange B mesons large enough to measure
experimentally has been stressed previously [ 3,4,9].
One can measure l= using semileptonic decays,
while the decays to CP eigenstates can be measured
by studying the correlations between the polarization
states of the vector mesons in Bj*) -, J/$4. (For
similar methods applied to decays of other spinless
mesons see, e.g., Ref. [lo].) In the present note we
describe a means by which the J/I#I final states of
definite CP in B,v decays may be separated from one
another using a simple angular distribution based
on a trunsversity variable [ 1I-131. This transversity
variable allows one to directly separate the summed
contribution of the even partial waves (S, D) from
the odd one (P) by means of their opposite parities.
The CDF Collaboration [ 141 has recently reported
the first angular distribution analysis of the decay
B,v + J/I,+@, obtaining a separation into longitudinal
and transverse helicity amplitudes without making a
statement yet about the CP-even and CP-odd contributions.
We summarize our main result. Consider the final
state J/q@ -+ PC-K+K-,
where C = e or ,u. In
the rest frame of the J/fi let the direction of the Cp
define the x axis. Let the plane of the K+K- system
define the y axis, with p,.(K+) > 0, so the normal
to that plane defines the z axis. (We assume a righthanded coordinate system.) We define the angle B as
the angle between the I+ and the z axis. Then the
time-dependent rate for the J/I,@ mode is given by
d*ldcos9

=

dt

= ip(t)(l

i$[p(t) + 2m(t)]

+cos2@

+ $m(t)sin’B

+ i[p(t) - 2m(f)l cos2~,
(3)

p(r) = p(0)eUrL’

(CP even),

m(r) = m(0)eerH’

(CP odd),

(4)

so that the probability of having a CP-even [ CP-odd]
stateatpropertimetisgivenbyp(t)/(p(t)+m(r))
[m(t)/(p(t)
+ m(t))]. The angular distribution is
normalized in such a way that

d2r
dr
’
d(cos8)
dt= s
dcos6’dt

=p(r>

+m(t>.

(5)

-I

As t increases, one should see a growth of the sin2 0
component. The angle 0 is an example of a transversity
variable, whose utility for the determination of CP
properties of multi-particle systems was pointed out
some time ago [ 151.
The zero-angular-momentum states of two massive
neutral vector mesons such as J/l/l and 4, both with
the same CP (in this case, even) consist of two with
even CP and one with odd CP. One can form states
with orbital angular momenta L = 0 (CP even), L = 1
(CP odd), and L = 2 (CP even).
Alternatively, one can decompose the decay amplitude A into three independent components [ 161, corresponding to linear polarization states of the vector
mesons which are either longitudinal (O), or transverse to their directions of motion and parallel ( 11)or
perpendicular (I) to one another. The states 0 and ]I
are P-even, while the state _Lis P-odd. Since J/(c, and
4 are both C-odd eigenstates, the properties under P
are the same as those under CP.
Consider the polarization three-vectors
and l4
in the J/I) rest frame. The independent decay amplitudes are the rotationally invariant quantities linear in
Q;,~ and es and involving possible powers of b, a unit
vector in the direction of the momentum of St, in the
J/e rest frame.
The two CP-even decay amplitudes are the combinations ~7,~ . ‘2 (contributing to A0 and AI]) and
l;,, . p E; . a = r$p$ (contributing only to Ao),
where eL 3 fi . E. Equivalently, one can subtract off
the longitudinal component of the polarization vectors
to replace E& . E; by ;T+ . gT, contributing only to
A 11,where the superscripts T refer to projections perpendicular to ?. The CP-odd amplitude 4$/e x l
l;, . fi
eJ/,$

l l
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contributes only to AL. The case of transverse (I( or
I) polarization states is reminiscent of photon polarization correlations [ 171 in neutral pion decay. Thus
we may write the decay amplitude as

-A,~~~~*.r~T/JZ-iA~~;j*

xeG.fi/&,

--)

J/$#)/dt = lAoJ*+ IA/j2+ J&I’,

(7)

one has

drL
dt

lfy ,

=

(13)

while
P(f)
~(0

ISI

+ m(t)

=

+ IDI

ISI + IPI + IDI

m(r)

p(f) + m(r)= IS)* +

’

IPI2
/PI2 + /Dj2 ’

Finally, we note that in the covariant expression

(14)
[ 181

A,, = +;,

and we may identify
p(r)

amplitudes,

(6)

where Eb is the energy of the 4 in the J/e rest frame,
and the individual amplitudes are real in the absence
of final-state interactions. The amplitudes for the corresponding decays of B,$ z CP( B,y) are Aa = AC,,
A,, = Ali, and Al = -Al.
(We can see directly by
counting powers of p that A0 and Ali are P-even while
AL is P-odd.) We have normalized the partial widths
for the three independent polarization states in such a
way that
dI(B,

In terms of partial-wave

m(t) = I&l*.

= lAoI + ]A,,12,

(8)

x

uf”

b
+ -m,m*PFPY

ic
+ -~~“a5Jl,P2p
mm2

(15)

For purposes of comparing with other notations, we
can express the helicity amplitudes AA (where A =
1, 0, - 1 is the projection of the 4 angular momentum
on the x axis) in terms of the linear polarization basis
with A0 the same in either
by A~I = (A11*AL)/&
basis, and in terms of S-, P-, and D-wave amplitudes

for the decay B -+ VI V2, where go123 G +I and Vi
and V2 are vector mesons with masses ml and m2 and
four-momenta PI and ~2, the helicity amplitudes are

by

A0 = -ux-b(x2-I),

Ak,=&&dP+&D,

where x G pi . p2/( mlm2). We thus identify

Ao=-&t&D.

(9)

A*,=alq/x*-1,

=&a(2+x)+b(x2-I)],
sfi

With these normalizations,

P = q/2(x2

dT(B,v --+ J/I//&/d

D = &a(

= lAoI + IA, I2 + IA-, I2

= JSl2 + jPj2 + )D12,

(10)

and
A,,=,f$+&D,

Al=P.

The longitudinal
and transverse
given, respectively, by
dIo/dt

= IAoj2,

drT/dt

(11)
partial

widths

= IA,12 + jA_,12.

are

(12)

(16)

- 1) (
I -x)

- b(x2 - 1)l.

(17)

Note that S and D both involve a and b.
The derivation of Eq. (3) is elementary. The (b is
coupled to K+K- through an amplitude ~4 . (PKI pi- ), where the quantities denote 4-vectors. Thus the
plane of (linear) C$polarization is related to that of the
K+ K- system in the J/$ rest frame. By definition, we
have taken the C$linear polarization vector to lie in the
x - y plane. We may define an angle 4 as that of the
K+ in the CJ~
rest frame relative to the helicity axis (the
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negative of the direction of the J/+ in that frame).
The spatial components of the 4 and J/$ polarizations
must be correlated since the decaying strange B is
spinless. The J/r+?then has a single linear polarization
state E for each amplitude: In the J/e rest frame,
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+-sin2+[Re(AgA1l)sin~Bsin2~
&
+Im(A~A~)sin20cos~]}.

(23)

A unit vector n in the direction of the e+ in J/e decay
may be defined to have components

The overall normalization has been chosen to agree
with our previous conventions when one integrates
over angles. For B, decays the interference terms involving Al amplitudes are of opposite sign and all
other terms are unchanged.
Integration over cos fi leads to the distribution

(ttt,tz?_,n,)

d’I[B,

All:

~=j,

Ao:

E=?,

AL:

~=i.
(18)

=

(sin@coscp,sin8sin~,cos8),

(19)

+ (l+C),/,(K+K-)#,I
dcose

where (p is the angle between the projection of the e+
on the K+if- plane in the J/$ rest frame and the x
axis. The sum over lepton polarizations then leads to a
tensor in the J/z++rest frame with spatial components
(in the limit of zero lepton mass, assumed here)
c

[ tiy;U]

*

[ fiy,jU]

-

L;j

St

Sij

-

ninj

.

(20)

lfpd

Physically this tensor simply expresses the fact that
massless lepton pairs couple only to transverse polarization states of the J/e, as expected from the structure of the electromagnetic
interactions.
Taking account of the definition
(6), we then
find that the probability
for the decay B,Y -+
( PfP- ) J/,,,( K+ K- ) 4 is proportional to
c
/A/* = A;A;Lii
1*p01

,

(21)

where
A; = A$;.(

cos (I, -

AIISiy sin (Ir/&!

+ iAl&;, sin $/fi.
Consequently,
find

(22)

when we use the definitions

(19), we

d41{B,v -+ (a+l-).,,,(K+K-)g]
dcos6

dp dcosll/

= &-{21Ao/?

cos2 $( 1 - sin2 0 cos2 p)

+sin2~[]A11]2(1
- Im(A:Al)

dt

- sin28sin2p)

sin20sin4pl

+ ]A112sin20

= &[]Aci2(1

dp dt
-sin2Bcos2q)

+1A1j(2(1 -sin2Bsin2p)
+ ]A112sin’B

-1m

(AiAl)

sin28sinrpl.

(24)

Performing the integrals over 4pand taking account of
the differing time-dependences
of the decays of B6*‘,
we obtain the result (3). This is a suitable single-angle
distribution to employ if one wishes to disentangle the
CP-even and CP-odd components of the B,. The twoangle distribution (24) allows one to separate out the
individual quantities IAo12, IA11j2,and IA112.
An interesting oscillation appears in the interference terms between CP-even and CP-odd decays.
For example, in the two-angle distribution
(24),
since the respective time-dependences
of the B.if’
and B’-) decay amplitudes are e-inrl~t-rt ‘j2 and
e-hnllr’rllr/2,
the term -1m IAiAl)
behaves as
(A11(O)A~(O)Isin(A~~-6)e-~‘,where6isastrong
final-state phase shift difference: All (0) *Al (0) =
IAII(O)Al(O) led. Thus, if one tags the initial flavor
of the decaying Bsr one can observe the effects of
Am in the J/+4 final state through the interference
of final states of opposite CP (if both are present).
The oscillation term averages out to zero if the initial
numbers of B,v and B,Vare equal.
The distributions (3), (23). and (24) also permit
onetoseparateoutthecomponents
IAo12, [AI//~, jA112,
and the interference terms Im(AiAl),
Re(AzAII),
and Im(A;Al)
for the decays B” + J/J/K*‘. (Here
and subsequently we imply the sum over a process and
its charge-conjugate.)
Moreover, in the limit of flavor
SU(3) symmetry, one expects the ratios of the rela-
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tive components in B” --+ J/$K*’ to be the same as
those at proper time t = 0 in the decays B, --+ J/q@
[ 191, Thus, an analysis of B” -+ J/t,bK*’ can provide
an independent estimate of the relative contributions
of CP-even and CP-odd final states at t = 0 to the decays B, -+ J/$4, enhancing the ability to determine
rH and I-L.
If the K* is observed to decay to the CP eigenstate
KsTO, the amplitudes A0 and All refer (as in the case
of J/@)
to the CP-even eigenstate, while Al refers
to the CP-odd eigenstate. The expected dominance
of the CP-even eigenstate (see below) means that in
B” --) J/I)KsT’ events the CP asymmetry will tend
to be opposite to that in B” --) J/lj/Ks [ 12,201. Since
the rates for observing the processes B” -+ J/@Ks
and B” + J/@K*’ -+ J/$Kg’
are comparable (taking account of branching ratios and typical detection
efficiencies), the incorporation of J/$Ksn’ data may
add statistical power to any experiment studying the
J/+Ks final state, even when the 1~’ is not observed
directly but its existence inferred.
The distribution (3) permits one to separate amplitudes of opposite parity from one another even if the
K+ K- system in B, -+ J/@Ki K- or the KTTsystem
in B -+ J/+Kr
is not a vector meson [ 121. This is
easily seen by considering the density matrix pii of the
J/e, expressed in terms of linear polarization states,
so that the decay rate is proportional to pijLii_ with
Lji defined in (20). If we integrate over 9, we find

J/$4, and hence that B.j-) -+ J/+$ is likely to be
suppressed in comparison with Bi+) --+ J/I&$. Thus
the initial angular distribution is very likely to be dominated by the 1 +cos2 8 component. As time increases,
the fraction of the angular distribution proportional to
this component will decrease while that proportional
to sin2 t9 will increase. It should be possible to separate
out the two components by a combined analysis in 0
and proper decay time. If the sin2 8 component does
not show up even at large times, a single-exponential
fit to the decay should provide a good estimate of the
lifetime of the CP-even eigenstate.
The angular distribution in (3) has the form of an
ellipsoid which is prolate if p( t) > 2m( t) and oblate
if p(t) < 2m( t), (Here we imagine an average over
rp to have been performed.) If all three partial waves
are equally populated p(r) = 2m(t) since there are
two partial waves with even CP and only one with odd
CP. For this case the angular distribution is isotropic
in cos 0 as expected.
If p(0) > 2m(O) (i.e., if the CP-even decay is initially more than i dominant), if the CP-even eigenstate B,i+) has the greater decay rate as expected, and
if there is a non-zero odd-CP component m(O) f 0,
then the angular distribution in transversity will be
initially prolate but will eventually become oblate as
the quantity p(r) - 2m( t) changes sign. This effect
can be noted by dividing the events into two bins with
1cos 01 < i and I cos 81 > i, denoted by E (equatorial) and P (polar), respectively:

d2T
11.2

dcosfl dt

(25)
where p.x.sand pyp
. . correspond to linear J/I) polarization states in theplane of the twopseudoscalar mesons,
while pzZ corresponds to J/$ polarization perpendicular to this plane, and thus represents an amplitude
with parity opposite to those contributing to pXXand
p!?. For cases where each particle in the final state is
a C eigenstate as in B” -+ J/@K*’ + J/$Kgr’
and
B,v -+ J/+,6 4 J/+KsKL the parity separation is also
a CP separation and the transversity analysis can be
used without the need to extract the vector resonance
from nonresonant or other background.
The dominance of the lAoI contribution in B” -+
J/$K*’ decays [ 14,21,22] implies via flavor SU(3)
that the lAoI contribution should also dominate B,s -+

EE

d(cosB)

s

d*r
d cosB dr

= $p(t)

+ +2(r),

-l/2

-112

PE

s
[ -I
=

I

+

s
f/2

1

d(cos8)

$(b) + &m(r),

P -E=

&[p(t)

- 2m(t)].

(26)
d2r
dcose

dt

(27)
(28)

The difference between the numbers in the two
bins provides an experimental number whose sign will
change in time under the assumptions noted above.
This two-bin analysis of data can be adjusted for optimum statistics by changing the sizes of the bins to
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correspond to the initial values of p(O) and m(0).
The analysis performed by CDF 1143 for B, +
J/I,@ was also based on a single-angle distribution,
but it separated out the transverse component from the
longitudinal component. In the absence of vertex cuts
these would be, respectively, Fr z &mdt(IA1112 +
IAl)*) andTo = $O” dt( JAa)*). With aminimumvertex cut of 50 pm, the result obtained was Fa/(I’o +
f-r) = 0.56 f 0.21 (stat)?:,:
(sys). The transverse
component contains both CP-even and CP-odd contributions, while the longitudinal component is CP-even.
The separation of transverse and longitudinal components makes sense only if the B,i-’ + J/@ decay is
negligible, or if the lifetime difference between B,i+)
and B,t-’ can be ignored.
Corresponding determinations of To/(r. + rT) for
thedecay B” -+ J/~K*“are0.65rt0.10f0.04(CDF)
[ 141, 0.97 III 0.16 f 0.15 (ARGUS)
[21], 0.80 f
0.08 f 0.05 (CLEO) [ 221, and 0.74 f 0.07 (world
average) [ 141. This last value is compatible with the
corresponding
one for B,s --+ J/&b. A discrepancy
would have indicated either a violation of SU(3) or
the lifetime effect mentioned above.
The presence of two eigenstates with possibly differing lifetimes can affect any determination of r( B,V).
When observing the B,v in a final state of definite flavor, such as D,v~ or D.&I, one will be effectively measuring the average lifetime F of the CP-even and CPodd states. Most measurements
reported up to now,
including a recent CDF determination [ 231 leading to
a world average [ 241 of r( B,T) = I .58 f 0.10 ps, are
of this type. This quantity is expected [4] to be very
close to the B” lifetime, for which the world average
[ 241 is r( B”) = 1.57 f 0.05 ps. However, minimumlifetime cuts can bias the sample against the CP-even
(shorter-lived)
component, leading to results which
depend on the cut if a single-exponential
fit is adopted.
To summarize, we have found that a combined analysis with respect to proper decay time and a single
transversity angle in the decay B,y -+ J/t+@ can determine the lifetime of at least the CP-even and possibly
the CP-odd mass eigenstates of the B,y-l?,ysystem. Additional information about the properties of the J/q+
mode at proper time t = 0 can be obtained by a similar
analysis of the decays B” -+ J/(/IK*‘. These analyses
can already be attempted with the data sample [ 141
now in hand.
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